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The Elden Ring Game is the most highly anticipated game of 2012. Its dynamic
and rich story and unique online aspect captivate players around the world. •
World Without End. Guided by grace and power, you are the hero of a colossal
game. Your destiny lies in the Lands Between, the only realm that connects the
worlds. There, you will encounter countless dangers and meet numerous people
who will help you on your journey. • Epic Solo Action RPG. A vast world filled with
countless dungeons to explore. A dynamic and thrilling combat system to master!
• Online Multiplayer. Through a multitude of different worlds to discover, a distant
and mysterious future awaits you with your friends! ● Characters Elden A female
protagonist who was once a legendary hero. New playable characters have been
added! Possessed by the power of the Etherstone, you will change into an Elden
Lord and protect the world. Faded A mysterious female protagonist. Along with
her companions, you will become a hero of the battlefield. Tarnished An Elden
Lord who received the Tarnished Ring. A battle is unavoidable in the Lands
Between. High Skills A proud Elden Lord who defeated countless Elden Lords in a
single day. A long-lost hero who retreated from the battlefield and returned as an
ordinary person. Reize A girl who dreams of being a hero with her strength. A
young and innovative hero with a powerful Staff. Pure A high-ranking and
mysterious Elden Lord who rules the Sky Temple. A mysterious warrior with an
impenetrable shield. The Proud A courageous and modest hero who can
materialize precious items. A high-ranking and genial hero who dwells in a shrine
of light. The Azure Kite A mysterious adventurer. A berserker that wields an
ancient suit of armor. The Silver Blade A mysterious woman. A sword specialist
that specializes in archery. The White Staff A pompous and mysterious hero. A
strong knight with a magical staff that can harm objects from a distance. The
Scissors A gloomy and mysterious hero. A martial artist who wears a mask and
wields a scythe. Pure A fearless elder who lives in the temple above the Lands
Between. A high-ranking and brave elder who wields the Dragon’s Crown. Risen
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Highly Customizable Characters
Customize Body, Soul, Armor, and Weapons
300+ Monsters in dungeons, Mythril is in every place
Hundreds of pieces of equipment and spells
Climb up to a Legend Rank of UP to 4 with your missions

The Elden Ring has long been silent, and a new land calling for warriors born from the
power of the axis has been discovered. Reports state that the people of that land are in a
state of emergency, demanding strong people with the power of the Elden to protect
them. The Elden Ring was chosen to protect them, and so has been sent out to the Lands
Between. The story of your journey is in the hands of you, the lord of this land. The battle
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is just beginning!

Are you ready for this new challenge? It’s time to uncover the power of the Elden Ring to
add to your own Legend!
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